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Abstract: High-resolution laser scans from unmanned aerial vehicles (UAV) provide a highly detailed
description of tree structure at the level of fine branches. Apart from ultrahigh spatial resolution,
unmanned aerial laser scanning (ULS) can also provide high temporal resolution due to its operability
and flexibility during data acquisition. We examined the phenomenon of bending branches of
dead trees during one year from ULS multi-temporal data. In a multi-temporal series of three ULS
datasets, we detected a synchronized reversible change in the inclination angles of the branches of
43 dead trees in a stand of blue spruce (Picea pungens Engelm.). The observed phenomenon has
important consequences for both tree physiology and forest remote sensing (RS). First, the inclination
angle of branches plays a crucial role in solar radiation interception and thus influences the total
photosynthetic gain. The ability of a tree to change the branch position has important ecophysiological
consequences, including better competitiveness across the site. Branch shifting in dead trees could be
regarded as evidence of functional mycorrhizal interconnections via roots between live and dead trees.
Second, we show that the detected movement results in a significant change in several point cloud
metrics often utilized for deriving forest inventory parameters, both in the area-based approach (ABA)
and individual tree detection approaches, which can affect the prediction of forest variables. To help
quantify its impact, we used point cloud metrics of automatically segmented individual trees to build
a generalized linear model to classify trees with and without the observed morphological changes.
The model was applied to a validation set and correctly identified 86% of trees that displayed branch
movement, as recorded by a human observer. The ULS allows for the study of this phenomenon
across large areas, not only at individual tree levels.
Keywords: ULS; LiDAR; forestry; canopy changes; branch bending; change detection

1. Introduction
Long-term planning, as well as operative decisions in managing forest properties, rely on accurate
and up-to-date information. Remote sensing has proven to be a viable method for the fast and
accurate acquisition of data describing different aspects of forest conditions for decision-making [1].
Recent remote sensing approaches to evaluating forest inventory parameters are mostly based on
three-dimensional (3D) structural information derived from digital aerial photogrammetry (DAP) or
aerial laser scanning (ALS). To quantify many important forest inventory parameters, such as heights,
basal areas, and volumes, an ABA is often applied to three-dimensional point clouds produced using
DAP or ALS [2–4]. Using ABA, entire homogenous areal units, such as forest stands or grid cells,
are characterized by a single representative value of a given parameter, which is based on various
metrics describing the 3D structure of point clouds, with an emphasis on the vertical component of
the structure. However, intraseasonal changes in tree structure, such as periodic movement of plant
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organs, can significantly change values of selected point cloud metrics, which would in turn notably
affect the estimated inventory parameters based on the relation of tree crown size and diameter at
breast height (DBH) [5].
Plant movement has been detected and described by several authors since the nineteenth century [6].
Biological oscillations are driven by more than 20 genes, including TOC1, LHY, and CCA1. The LHY and
CCA1 genes stimulate the construction of light harvesting antennas of the photosynthetic apparatus,
and concentrations of TOC1 gene products do not begin to increase until the night [7]. The main driving
factor is the light captured by photoreceptors. They are responsible for nyctinastic movements, start of
flowering, and photomorphogenesis. Differences in osmotic potentials and photoperiodism are the
cause of circadian movements, and they are typical for leaves, flowers, and branches. Of all stem and
branching properties, branch angle has the highest heritability and is under strong genetic control [8].
Nevertheless, it does change under different environmental conditions [9]. Morphological changes
in silver birch (Betula pendula Roth) tree crowns during circadian cycles were detected in terrestrial
laser scanning (TLS) data in Finland and Austria, with the biggest changes occurring at sunrise and
sunset [10]. A second study [11] was aimed at the detection of circadian movements of 18 selected tree
species individuals. In both highly-cited studies [10,11], the TLS method was used for data acquisition,
and both author collectives concluded that the method was time-demanding. In contrast to TLS,
the ULS data acquisition provides lower point cloud density matched with high time efficiency [12–15].
A yearlong investigation of the branch inclination angles using TLS was not performed on forest trees.
Similarly, all investigations of crown morphology changes with respect to environmental factors were
done exclusively on living trees.
LiDAR (light detection and ranging) technology is based on the active sensing of laser beams
and it provides a practical option to measure tree heights and other important tree parameters [16,17].
Relative to other modern remote sensing technologies, LiDAR provides the opportunity to assess
detailed characteristics of a single individual tree and its components [18,19]. The first research focused
on LiDAR observations of trees was described by [20]. The authors tried to delineate tree stem profiles
using harvested trees mounted in a vertical position observed by a LiDAR system mounted on a crane
arm; the data were then compared with traditional tape measurements.
The LiDAR laser scanning method for forestry data acquisition can be used at several levels
depending on the level of detail (point density) and time consumption per square unit with respect to
possible accuracy and precision. The first LiDAR method commonly used in forestry research practice
was the ALS, which allowed for observing large areas at regional scales. Individual tree detection
based on forest structure canopy profiles in ALS data using returned echoes emitted from a pulse
laser scanning device has been described by [21]. Terrestrial laser scanning (TLS) was later used to
provide ultra-high-density point clouds at the tree level; it can very precisely represent tree architecture,
thus allowing for the definition of specific morphological trends [22]. Two studies have demonstrated
the effectiveness of TLS for estimating aboveground biomass (AGB) and quantitative structural models
(QSMs) at the individual tree level with regard to high possibility of tree morphology reconstruction at
the peripheral tree branch level [23,24].
The ULS method combines the relatively high point density and accuracy of TLS with the time
efficiency and possibility of recording several returns in canopy from ALS; however, the ULS method
cannot achieve such high accuracy and point density as TLS. Thanks to multi-angle scanning, the ULS
data can, with high detail, represent individual trees and their components with accuracy approaching
10 mm at the forest, stand, or sub-compartment scales. The first study aimed at UAV LiDAR data
acquisition and evaluation was presented by [25], where the authors used a combination of instruments,
Ibeo Lux and a Sick LMS151. The mentioned study presented the pole method for tree detection.
The author collective of [26] presents the early development of a low-cost UAV LiDAR TerraLuma,
where they reached a point density of 62 points m2 . The same unmanned aerial system (UAS) used for
this study is suitable for forestry application. Based on reference data from TLS measurements from
several stands in sampled plots, studies have demonstrated the high potential of the ULS VUX-SYS
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(RIEGL Laser Measurement System GmbH, Horn, Austria) setup for forestry data acquisition [12,13].
The point densities in the lower stem portions were not as high as those produced using TLS methods,
but they would be quite sufficient for the derivation of forest inventory values, such as diameter at
breast height (DBH), or for estimating AGB using ULS data. Moreover, both studies suggested the
possibility of using ULS data to produce high-resolution digital terrain models (DTM) and canopy
height models (CHM).
The utilization of a CHM calculated from a DTM and a digital surface model (DSM) derived
from photogrammetry data for forest inventory purposes focused on tree delineation—in particular,
individual tree height and crown projection derivations—in the ArcGIS environment using the
inverse watershed segmentation (IWS) method has been described with the overall workflow [27].
The photogrammetry RS methods are based on a developed scale-invariant feature transform
algorithm [28]. One study [15] described and evaluated several methods for tree detection,
including IWS, individual tree segmentation (ITS), and point cloud segmentation (PCS), and ULS has
also been used for individual tree detection [25]. The advantage of low cost and feasible multi-temporal
data acquisition for the derivation of DTM and individual tree change detection based on CHM will
also be used for estimation of carbon stock, describing the carbon dynamics [29], and for describing
the forest vertical structure [30] from the International Space Station (ISS) module, NASA’s Global
Ecosystem Dynamics Investigation (GEDI) data. The forest ecosystems are a carbon source, yet forests
have great potential to capture carbon dioxide from the atmosphere [31]. The carbon changes—that is,
the carbon losses—were mapped at large scales using LiDAR technology across tropical forests by [32]
from time series data based on cell analysis by random forest classification [33].
This study describes the detected movements of dead tree branches and their detection in forest
stands using individual tree metrics for the derivation of a generalized linear model (GLM) on two
datasets, one for GLM derivation and the second for data validation.
2. Materials and Methods
2.1. Research Area
The forest stand is located in the northern region of the Czech Republic, near the village Moldava
(50◦ 410 5.619” N, 13◦ 380 38.500” E) in the Ore Mountains (Figure 1), with orientation to the south and 35 m
elevation gain (from 832 m AMSL to 867 m AMSL). The research plot was situated in an approximately
2.2 ha area of an even-aged stand of 460 blue spruce (Picea pungens Englem.) trees with mean height
9.12 m (range of height from 3.13 to 12.61 m) and 1.61 height standard deviation. This species was
introduced to the mountainous regions as a substitute for the dying forest stands during the 1970s [34],
mainly because of the pollution emissions from the coal-powered power plants surrounding the Ore
Mountains on both the Czech and German sides of the range. The stand has since been infested by
bud blight Gemmamyces piceae (Brothw.) Casagr., which has caused the death of 43 individuals on the
plot. The impacts of these pathogens across the Ore Mountains have been described by [35].
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MMS 8.1 (Applanix: a Trimble company, Richmond Hill, ON, Canada). The result of PPK trajectory
calculations was smoothed best estimate of trajectory (SBET). Based on the recalculated SBET trajectory,
the initial point cloud was derived from the raw data of VUX-1UAV in the environment of RiPROCESS
(RIEGL Laser Measurement System Gmbh, Horn, Austria). The accuracy of the whole point cloud
was improved by module RiPRECISSION included in the RiPROCES software. The RiPRECISSION
module improved the co-registration of single scans according to the straight parts of the trajectory,
mainly along the Z axis. RiPROCESS also enables basic point cloud classification, which was sufficient
for this study. Points were assigned to one of three classes; the first class contained isolated points
represented mainly by noise based on the minimum number of neighbors within a defined distance,
and all other points were classified as vegetation or ground points. Not all points lying on the ground
were classified as ground points, but this basic approximation of ground in the point cloud helped to
improve individual tree detection.
RGB geotagged imagery was processed in Agisoft MetaShape 1.6 (Agisoft LLS, St. Petersburg,
Russia) following the standard workflow of SfM (structure from motion) scene reconstruction
(e.g., as described in [38,39]). Subsequently, we derived an orthomosaic of the whole research
area. Segmentation of individual trees in CHM derived from ULS point cloud was performed in
ArcGIS 10.6.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA) with the use of 3D Sample Tools toolbox. Individual tree
tops were detected as local maxima of CHM, and crowns of individual trees were segmented using the
IWS algorithm described by [27]. The tree positions were assigned a unique ID for individual trees,
which were verified on the ground to avoid missing trees. For each individual tree, IWS was used
to identify the points associated with the tree, and we could then produce crown segmentation for
the tree.
2.4. Field Data Collection
All detected trees were marked in the forest stand by their assigned IDs, which allowed for
easy field recognition of each individual tree for human observer-based canopy change detection.
The true orthophoto was overlaid with the point layer with IDs of all individual trees, which facilitated
orientation and highly limited the possibility of misidentification of the trees in the stand. The health
status of each individual tree was evaluated based on the defoliation rate, as described by [40].
Defoliation rate was determined as an indicator of health status according to the grading system used
for ICP (International Co-operate Program)-forest monitoring, based on the individual evaluating the
defoliation on a scale from 0 to 100%, with 5% increments. Each tree was evaluated from four main
cardinal directions by two evaluators, who were trained for such types of evaluation. These data were
later used for evaluation of health status of bending branch trees.
2.5. Evaluation
The next step was to verify whether bending tree branch changes could be quantified by a set
of canopy metrics and automatically identified. Simultaneously, this step allowed identification of
canopy metrics that were significantly affected by the tree habitus (outer look) change. For this purpose,
the research area was divided into two parts of equal size. Half of the total 408 trees in the research
plot, i.e., 204 trees, served as training data for the model; the other 204 trees were kept retained for
validation. The training set and validation sets contained 14 and 29 trees, respectively, with detected
habitus changes.
The IWS polygons representing horizontal crown projections of individual trees identified in
the spring point clouds were used as clip masks to clip points belonging to individual trees from
spring and summer LiDAR point clouds. As a result, a time series of two point cloud representations
(spring and summer) with identical spatial extents were available for each of the 408 segmented trees.
Vertical (Z) coordinates were normalized so that the normalized height of points in each tree was
between 0 and 1. Each tree was sliced into 10 uniform vertical layers, so that layer 1 contained points
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with normalized heights between 0 and 0.1, and so forth. For each layer, a convex hull of vertical
projection of corresponding points was defined and the area of the convex hull was calculated.
For each tree, we quantified eighteen point cloud metrics for both spring and summer point
clouds: A1 consecutive through A9 denote areas of convex hulls in layers 1 through 9, respectively;
Q1 consecutive through Q9 denote 0.1 through 0.9 quantiles of the normalized heights, respectively.
The index describing the spring to summer change in each metric was defined as the summer value
divided by the spring value (i.e., A1change = A1summer /A1spring ). Index values higher than 1 expressed
an increase in the metric, while values lower than 1 demonstrated a decrease in the metric value.
The temporal changes in crown metrics were used as predictors in a generalized linear model to
explain the presence or absence of habitus change (the response variable). We used the additive form of
the model without interactions, and according to the nature of the response variable, we chose a binomial
error distribution model by the stepwise regression method with regard to AIC (Akaike information
criterion) value [41].
3. Results
3.1. The Detected Trees
From the three flights were derived three point clouds with an average of 2082 points m2 for
the first flight, 1525 points per m2 for the second flight, and 1582 points per m2 for the third flight.
A total of 460 individual trees were automatically identified, which correlated with the 460 trees
in the forest stand—a detection rate of 100% with 0 omitted trees. Figure 3 shows the derived
orthophoto from 179 geotagged images with ground sampled distance 2.81 cm·pixel. Not all trees were
properly delineated, as represented by inaccurate automatic creations of horizontal crown projections
represented by their polygons in ArcGIS 10.6.1 (ESRI, Redlands, CA, USA). The final dataset was
comprised of 408 trees with completely delineated crowns.
Detected individual tree positions are shown in Figure 3; there is an obvious visible space shift
caused by different accuracies of the photogrammetry data (geotagged images from DJI Phantom
4 Pro) contrary to the high accuracy of ULS (derived using trajectory of PPK from VRS Now BS).
Figure 4 highlights an example of height difference rasters and demonstrates the difference
between two selected trees. The estimated tree top is marked with an individual Id, detected as a
local height maximum and used as a tree position. Tree 273 shows a marked difference in its crown
configuration compared to the neighboring tree 265 between spring and summer (Figure 4a), but there
is no significant difference between the two trees between spring and autumn (Figure 4b). The red color
surrounding tree 273 shows the negative change in height raster values representing the bent branches.
Figure 5 depicts two neighboring trees based on the point clouds derived from the three flights;
the tree on the right clearly has its branches turned down during the summer (Figure 5b), but the tree
on the left displays no significant changes in branch angles over time. In Figure 5d, a noticeable height
increment is obvious in the tree on the left (265), compared to the tree on the right (tree 273, a dead
tree), where no visible height increment was evident. The reversible bending of the branches of the
dead tree followed by the recovery close to the initial position is also evident.
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Figure 4 highlights an example of height difference rasters and demonstrates the difference
between two selected trees. The estimated tree top is marked with an individual Id, detected as a
local height maximum and used as a tree position. Tree 273 shows a marked difference in its crown
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Figure 5 depicts two neighboring trees based on the point clouds derived from the three flights;
the tree on the right clearly has its branches turned down during the summer (Figure 5b), but the tree
on the left displays no significant changes in branch angles over time. In Figure 5d, a noticeable height
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Table 2. The derived GLM from nine calculated canopy metrics for individual trees.

Intercept
A1
A2
A5
A6
A9

Estimate

SE

tStat

p-Value

32.884
43.728
6.350
−53.701
−28.857
−15.078

22.659
30.725
4.130
26.340
15.987
8.609

1.451
1.423
1.538
−2.039
−1.805
−1.752

0.1467
0.1547
0.1241
0.0415
0.0711
0.0798

AIC 23.551.

The A1 and A2 predictors, representative of the area of the lower crown layers, showed increases
interpreted as an increase in lower crown cross-section width due to the bending of branches from
upper crown layers. In contrast, the A5, A6, and A9 predictors showed a decrease caused by bending
of the grown branches to the lower parts of the tree, decreasing the width of the crown at the respective
heights. The initial Akaike Information Criteria (AIC) score was 29.639 and improved to 23.551 with
the final GLM.
In the validation set, morphologic changes were manually detected in 14 trees. The model classified
19 trees into the morphologic change class; 12 (i.e., 86% of the real count) of them were classified
correctly, and five represented the commission error (false positive). Datasets comparison is described
in Table 3.
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Table 3. Explanation of calculated values for training and validation datasets. Trees—total number of
trees in dataset; change—number of trees with branch bending detected; false negative—trees with
branch bending but not detected; false positive—incorrectly detected as trees with branch bending;
correct—correctly detected as trees with branch bending.
Dataset

Trees

Training
Validation

204
204

Change False Negative
29
14

1
2

False Positive

Correct

2
5

28
12

4. Discussion
The high detection rate was achieved mainly due to the limited stocking of the stand. This greatly
limited the possibility of not detecting the actual tree because individual tree canopies were not often
connecting, as is mentioned by [27]. The limitations of the IWS segmentation from ULS data in
close canopy forest were tested and compared with several other methods by [15]. The study of [26]
mentioned reaching high detection potential of individual standing trees. Moreover, there was no
substantial undergrowth, except for some Norway spruce (Picea abies L.) in the understory that was
shorter than the minim tree height threshold of 2 m.
Estimated values of the derived GLM represent the movement of the points along the stem
profile in the individual tree point clouds caused by the bending of branches to the lower parts
of the tree. Whereas the A1 predictor displayed the highest point increment due to bending of
branches from the area above to the space where there were few branches and mainly only the
stem (i.e., the points representing the stem); the A2 predictor displayed a lower increment, but still
significant for the detection of bending branches in dead trees. The A5 predictor estimated value shows
the highest decrease in points to lower parts with also a significant positive increment in points from
A6, another significant predictor. Logically, the A9 predictor showed a drop in points from the top part
of the tree, where a positive change in cross-section area could not be expected.
In comparison to TLS methods, the ULS is a much less time-demanding method for data acquisition.
One 21-min flight can be sufficient for data collection of a forest stand approximately 5 hectares in
size; this is in contrast to TLS data acquisition of a comparable area, which may take several days to
complete [12,13]. In the case of repeated ULS data acquisition, time required for flight preparation,
as flight trajectory optimizing a planning, can be eliminated by using identical predefined trajectory,
which was the case in this study. However, the presented methodology for temporal change detection
does not require data acquired with flight with identical trajectories. Due to the high pulse frequency
of the scanner and multiple returns from beams penetrating the canopy, point clouds of uniform
densities of high-precision points are produced. The changes can be detected in the whole scanned
area, regardless of the actual trajectory, if the trajectory parameters such as flight height and flight line
spacing responsible for point cloud density and accuracy are kept constant. A standard method for
the practical evaluation of current status of individual trees or stands is based on human observation
while walking in the forest stands. However, this would be an incredibly time-demanding method for
the detection of bending branches on individual trees.
Another mapping possibility is the use of the mobile laser scanning (MLS) method in such an
open canopy stand. From the MLS point of view, there are GNSS accessibility options under the
canopy, which could be limited in such a stand as was used for purposes of this study; however, this is
only the case in trajectory-based solutions [42]. Within the simultaneous localization and mapping
(SLAM) solutions that were used in the ULS and MLS methods compared for stem detection in the
study of Hyppa [43], they may also include a possible trajectory-based solution for use under canopies
with insufficient GNSS signal. The MLS method can possibly influence the quality of individual tree
point clouds, mainly because of the point cloud density issues due to the necessity of observation of
the whole tree profile. The trees in this study had branches very low on the stem, which may have
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possibly caused laser beam shading obstructions. However, the MLS data collection method for the
phenomenon described in this study requires further research.
During the year, the morphological structure of the tree reacts to the circadian rhythm and the
changing solar zenith angles. We offer several explanations of the dead branches’ movements:
•

•

•

In cases where portions of the roots are still alive, the existing root connection to neighboring
living trees can mediate responses to environmental conditions, even in the case of fatal loss of
assimilation apparatus. Fungal interconnections support not only the transfer of water [44] but
also carbon and nitrogen compounds [45]. Moreover, mycorrhizal connections act as conduits for
signaling between plants [46]. It is highly probable that these conduits can also transport signals
associated with solar radiation. Water uptake is driven by the transpiration demands of the
assimilation apparatus. In the case of dead trees, water uptake could be due to the transpiration
apparatus of the living tree and/or water efflux through the lenticels in the periderm [47,48].
This hypothesis is supported by the close proximity of living blue spruce to all dead trees in
the study.
Water uptake from the soil by any surviving roots of the dead trees without any support from
other trees or fungus. This hypothesis supports the highest amount of precipitation during the
winter period, e.g., with a surplus of water during the early spring and autumn. The water uptake
through root systems which have been killed was described by [49].
The branch shifting during the year could be related to the branch length [50]. This observation
using an RTM approach in a mixed broadleaf forest confirmed the sagging of a branch and
on the opposite branch stub rising after losing its terminal part, simply as the total branch
weight decreased.

While branch movement has been detected on live plants [51] or live trees [52,53] and has been
described by changes in turgor at the molecular level of plant or tree components, in this study,
we detected branch movements of dead trees. In contrast, dead branch movement has been observed
to be related to the decay process with the loss of branch terminals [50]. Excluding root interconnection
between living and dead trees, dead branch movement is not a physiological process but physical one.
Our multi-temporal data samples taken throughout one year provide evidence that the branches of
dead trees are capable of returning to their original spring position in the fall after displaying drooping
branches during the summer growth period. In contrast to our study, in which we used three scans
throughout the year, Barak et al. [51] only used two time-distanced scans per tree; thus, we could
determine if the branches returned to their “initial” position. The TLS method is, for this purpose,
time-consuming, in contrast to the ULS method, which is adequate for the derivation of representative
individual tree point clouds for many common forest inventory values, and its time efficiency compared
to TLS methods makes it more practical for surveys across larger areas [12,13,15].
An important scientific question is how these bending branches trees could potentially influence
results of the ABA and also the calculation of horizontal crown projections. For example, the relationship
between crown size and DBH, an important factor in forestry, was described by [5,54]. In large
disturbances, such as recent extensive bark beetle outbreaks in Central Europe, AGB calculations may
vary depending on the season of measurement. The points in the individual tree point cloud moved
down along the stem profile, as calculated by a GLM, and the bending branches will produce smaller
canopy projections. These canopy changes, similarly described by [9], can clearly influence the results
of ABA, as highlighted in large disturbance areas with high numbers of dead trees, and the resultant
statistical metrics, as presented in [2], may also vary. Carbon stock estimates based on CHM can also be
influenced by detected changes in the calculated quantiles. These changes can influence results of some
studies, such as [29,30], based on their methods with regard to the current status of dead tree canopy
changes in large bark beetle disturbance areas that are currently located throughout Central Europe.
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5. Conclusions
The ULS method proved to be adequate to detect an increase or loss at the tree component level
based on a flight time series of a blue spruce stand. This study showed high spatial and temporal
resolution of ULS with regard to tree branch movements of dead trees throughout the year based on
time series of three flights. The detection of trees with bending branches was successful using a derived
GLM, which was further tested using a validation dataset. These findings could have important
implications for remote sampling of forested areas with large numbers of dead trees.
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